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Gillebaards international acclaimed debut
novel of the HOAX TRILOGY is a
magnificent tale of seemingly doing the
impossible, sending an American back to
the moon...today. China claims the moon
landings never happened and that they have
proof. Losing worldwide prestige is not an
option for the United States. America must
prove they won the space race of the
60s.CIA agent and former NASA candidate
Peter Novak, son of a U.S. moonwalker, is
selected to fly a mission back to the moon
against UN sanctions to set the record
straight. With no manned rocket close to
flying, America must figure out how to get
their man into deep space undetected and
without international help.Restoring his
fathers good name and the reputation of his
country on a one-way ticket to lunar orbit
sounds crazy--but its Peters only chance to
break free of Earths atmosphere and fulfill
his dream as an astronaut. Peter enlists a
former space rival as his unlikely co-pilot,
and the two battle to outwit Chinas efforts
to sabotage the operation and beat the
Chinese back to the moon. America is
thrust into a race back to the moon--And
this time its personal.
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The moon landing: Massive accomplishment or colossal hoax The Moon landing hoax refers to the belief of a
small, but persistent, number of people who think that the Apollo Moon landings of the late 60s 10 Reasons the Moon
Landings Could Be a Hoax - Listverse My friend and fellow skeptic Tim Farley reminded me that today is the tenth
anniversary of Fox airing the TV show Conspiracy Theory: Did We BBC Solar System - Moon conspiracy theories
havent gone away Moon Base Clavius is an organization of amateurs and professionals devoted to the Apollo program
and its manned exploration of the moon. Our special More Faked Moon Landings - We never landed on the moon!
On Apollo 11 landed on the Moon. The videos in this collection examine the Moon landing conspiracy theories and
The impossible hoax. How I Faked the Apollo Moon Landing True Story OZY THE MOON HOAX. by Donald E.
Simanek. Sir William Herschel (1738-1822) was a first rate astronomer. He and his sister Caroline catalogued star
clusters and Moon landing hoax: Does this video show Nasa faked space race A YouTube conspiracy theory video
claims that a clip from Arrested Development proves that the 1969 moon landing was a hoax. FALSE: Ron Howard
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Said Moon Landing Faked - Many Moon-landing conspiracy theories have been put manned landing program was a
hoax from start to end. Great Moon Hoax - Wikipedia NASA astronauts faked distant shots of the Earth from 130000
miles away by filming a window of their spacecraft while in low orbit of our world, EXPLOSIVE new footage has
emerged claiming Nasas attempts to reach the moon including the famous landings were a HOAX. Were the moon
landings a HOAX? A lunar mission will soon find out In the 10 years since Ive written tens of thousands of words
about the Moon Hoax, given invited talks about it all over the country (and Australia, Images for Moon Hoax A
GERMAN moon mission is set to finally demolish or prove claims that the American Apollo moon landings were a
HOAX. An organisation Does this video showing gravity in capsule prove Apollo 10 lunar The alleged Stanley
Kubrick in the video and the iconic moon family made it clear the film published on YouTube was a complete hoax,
using Green Moon is a Hoax WKRG The green moon meme hoax was updated in 2017 with clearly humorous
references to marijuana. Moon landing conspiracy theories - Wikipedia The Great Moon Hoax refers to a series of six
articles that were published in The Sun, a New York newspaper, beginning on August 25, 1835, about the A new
German Moon mission could finally prove the first landings Apollo Moonshots: Conspiracy vs. Fact. In the late
1960s and early 1970s, NASA launched the Apollo missions to the moon that ultimately landed 12 astronauts on the
lunar surface in a series of historic missions. Take a look at some of the wildest Apollo moon hoax claims, and the The
Moon Hoax On the 40th anniversary of the moon landing or was it just a sinister hoax? desperate to beat the Russians
in the space race, faked the lunar landings, with Top Trump Adviser Roger Stone: The Moon Landing Video Was A
There are as many moon landings hoax debunkers as there are deniers, with several videos online explaining why
original NASA footage is THE MOON: A Propaganda Hoax - The Mad Revisionist We never landed on the moon:
more conclusive evidence on the great moon hoax. The Great Moon Hoax - Aug 25, 1835 - The moon hoax began on
Friday, 21 August 1835, when a small, teaser notice appeared on the second page of the Sun. Ostensibly copied from the
Edinburgh MOON LANDING HOAX Film claims to show how NASA faked Forty years have passed since
humans first walked on the moon, but many conspiracy theorists still insist that it was all an elaborate hoax. German
Mission to the Moon Will Prove the Apollo Landings Werent The first moon landing, back on July 20, 1969, was a
huge achievement, not just for the United States, but for all of mankind. When Neil Top 10 Apollo Hoax Theories An OZY exclusive: A former Hollywood cameraman comes clean about his role in what may go down as the greatest
hoax ever perpetrated. The Moon Landings Were Faked - Conspiracy Theories - TIME No, the moon will not turn
green. Simply put, thats an annual hoax that circulates social media, often as a meme. EarthSky has a full history of
MOON LANDINGS FAKE: What Stanley Kubricks family say about Yep, as well as test-driving new
technologies and exploring the lunar surface, the mission could finally put the Moon landing hoax rumours to Moon
landing hoax - RationalWiki In 1995, the American Historical Association, in an attempt to stifle revisionist
scholarship, marked the 50th anniversary of the defeat of Nazism with a resolution PHOTOS: 8 Moon-Landing Hoax
Myths -- Busted - Latest Stories Moon Hoax +10 - Bad Astronomy : Bad Astronomy Moon Hoax +10 On this day
in History, The Great Moon Hoax on Aug 25, 1835. Learn more about what happened today on History.
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